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The last five years have seen a surge in state policy efforts designed to enable students to earn college credits while still in high school. To date, 47 states now have laws or regulations governing dual enrollment and 48 have state policies surrounding the Advanced Placement (AP) program.

For most lawmakers, the rationale for having high schoolers accumulate college credits is twofold: To increase the odds of success in higher education and to save money. This paper focuses exclusively on the latter. The thinking is that by studying college-level material and earning college credits while in high school, students need fewer credits to graduate once they enroll in college, presumably translating into less money spent on pricey higher education credits (less money spent by taxpayers and/or by students). Legislators seem especially persuaded by this promise of cost savings. The lure of saving on higher education costs (both public and private) is obvious, with higher education a major expense both for states, when the student attends a public institution, and for families.

Yet until this analysis, we haven’t known the actual extent of savings (if any) tied to taking college classes in high school because almost no such cost analysis exists. This brief seeks to fill the gap by investigating the costs of providing college credit in high school for models in three states: Florida, Georgia, and Ohio. We examine costs paid by public dollars, in addition to costs borne by students and families (private dollars). We then compare those costs to the costs of attaining credit after graduating high school in those same states.

In the models we studied across three states, we found that costs varied substantially depending on the program details. In all three states, dual enrollment triggered some double funding: Public funds essentially paid for the student to be in two places (both high school and college) at the same time. Thanks to double funding, the dual enrollment program did not yield public savings for any state studied. In two states, the cost analysis actually revealed higher costs to the state when compared with the public dollar cost of equivalent credits taken after high school graduation. In all but one scenario, we found that college credit earned in high school by taking high school AP courses was the option that carried the least incremental cost in public dollars. (This finding is unsurprising given that most AP course costs are already covered by existing K-12 funding for high school coursework.)

4. States were selected based on the availability of participation and spending data by program type.
Different models carry different cost implications

A range of program types let students obtain college credits while still in high school. The box at the right describes the most common models. But implementation of these models varies by state and, sometimes, by district or school.\(^5\)

The advanced placement (AP) and International Baccalaureate (IB) models don’t require coordinated delivery with an institution of higher education, but rather involve high school teachers delivering college-level content assessed by an exam designed to verify college-level mastery. The exams cost roughly $100 per course. Details like who foots the bill vary by locale. The two dual enrollment models (one where courses are delivered on college campuses, the other where courses are taught at the high school campus) involve some level of cooperation between institutions of higher education and high schools. Here again, the cost implications for the high school, college, and family tend to vary from program to program depending on local determinations around what costs are incurred and who pays what.

To find incremental cost for college credits, follow the funding

This analysis seeks to uncover the incremental spending per pupil for a three-credit college course taken while in high school. By “incremental” spending, we aimed to identify any extra spending (both public funding and student-paid tuition or fees) beyond what is typically funded per pupil for public high school. Some states may give additional funding for high school students taking college coursework; others may not. The funding mechanisms vary. Below, we quantify these incremental extra dollars per pupil.\(^7\)

In traditional dual enrollment, when a student takes a course at college while in high school, the college receives some funding on behalf of that student. Depending on the arrangement, those funds might come out of the school district’s state aid allotment (in which case the money isn’t “extra” or incremental). Or the state might fund the college separately for some portion of the high school student’s costs on top of what the state is paying the district for that student (in which case the funds are “extra” or incremental). And/or the college might require the student to pay tuition. Depending on the state and the program, the total incremental costs may involve one or a mix of these scenarios.

---

5. Early College High School models were not studied in this analysis.
6. It is worth underscoring that it is entirely up to a college’s or university’s discretion as to whether to accept college credits earned in high school through these models.
7. This approach to quantifying incremental spending focuses more on the costs to government funding mechanisms supporting college credit in high school than on computing the actual price tag of delivering a course. Because this paper examines cost from the perspective of various state policy options, it makes sense to examine what states are spending (versus how funds eventually are divided up among participating institutions).
Other reasonable ways to run the numbers on incremental costs associated with taking a college course in high school include an expenditure approach, isolating that portion of a school’s funding that was actually used to deliver the course. But for this paper, we’ve chosen a funding approach that best tracks to state policy, such that expanding or eliminating a program would result in a proportionate change in taxpayer funding or private individual spending as computed here.

Public costs hinge on each state’s funding model

Only when following the money do the cost implications become clear. Take Florida’s dual enrollment program. The state’s basic funding for school districts is the same per high school student (regardless of whether the student is taking college credit). When the student participates in dual enrollment, the state then requires the school district to pay the post-secondary institution the standard in-state tuition ($315.21 per three-credit course) for each course taken by a high school student on the college campus. These funds aren’t incremental since the $315.21 comes out of the public funding already paid to educate the high schooler. However, that $315.21 in tuition covers only a portion of the full cost of a student taking a class on a public college campus: Public colleges also receive separate direct support from the state, designed to keep in-state tuition low for all students taking their classes.

To compute the three-credit per student share of the state subsidy the higher education institution, we divided the total state contribution to each type of public college by the total number of credits taken by all students at that type of college. Using this method, we found that the average state subsidy for a three-credit course at a Florida community college was $647 per student and at a public four-year university was $2,522 per student. Figure 2 illustrates and compares the incremental costs of a high schooler taking a three-credit college course across various models and types of public institution.

In some Florida school districts, students can earn college credit by taking a class taught by a college professor (or college-certified professor) on the high school campus. This arrangement has a different cost structure as the district directly pays the professor’s salary and benefits and does so out of the K-12 public funding the school district gets to educate the high school student. In this arrangement, the state pays no more on a per-student basis than if the student were taking a normal high school class.

In states like Georgia and Ohio, a dual enrolled student’s funding for tuition and fees is delivered as a stand-alone state program, in addition to state funding for high school, and does not involve the transfer of public funding from the school district to the postsecondary institution. In effect, both states double pay for the student: They pay for the student to attend high school and they separately pay for the

10. The professor’s cost are covered out of the district money, regardless of whether the professor’s earnings are above or below the norm for a high school teacher.
tuition and fees for the student to attend college. For these states, the dual enrollment student’s share of the state subsidy to the higher education institution (to support all course-taking students) must be added to the college tuition cost per course to determine the incremental funding per three-credit course.

For Georgia’s dual enrollment program –Move on When Ready (MOWR)\(^{12}\) – the incremental costs for each high schooler taking a three-credit class are $1,517 at a public university and $918 at a public community college. Georgia high schoolers can also dually enroll at a private university, where the only incremental cost is the state-reimbursed tuition, set at $850 per three-credit course.

Ohio’s dual enrollment program –College Credit Plus – is much like Georgia’s, although Ohio does not include private universities. For Ohio, the incremental cost involves tuition reimbursement plus each student’s share of the direct state subsidy for the public postsecondary institution. The incremental public funding to support each high schooler taking a three-credit college class total $968 at a public university and $886 at a public community college. Similar to Florida, Ohio also has a dual enrollment program where college (or college-certified) professors teach college classes on the high school campus. These programs do not tap the direct state subsidy to colleges, thus the incremental costs are a more modest $249 to cover tuition costs per pupil for a three-credit class.

Figure 2: Incremental cost for a three-credit course taken in high school varies by state and program

12. MOWR is funded by the Georgia State Finance Commission (GSFC).
AP classes generally do not involve a separate state funding stream

In addition to the dual enrollment programs on offer in various states, many high school students can also earn college credit through Advanced Placement (AP) courses (or similarly through the International Baccalaureate, or IB, program). In most cases, the $93 AP test fee is paid for by the student or their family (and is sometimes subsidized by the district or state for low-income students). In most states, the state makes no additional expenditure to deliver the AP courses; districts draw on their standard state and local funding stream to offer AP classes.

Of our three focus states, only Florida included a separate state funding stream for AP classes. The state pays each teacher a $50 bonus for each student who receives a 3 or higher on the AP test with a $2,000 cap per teacher. Adding the $50 a student state bonus yields a total per-student, per-course cost of $143, with $93 of that in student-paid fees.

In Georgia and Ohio, the only incremental costs associated with a student taking an AP class were the student-paid exam fees, making total incremental spending for an AP course $93 in private dollars.

Most of dual enrollment incremental costs stem from ‘double funding’

Depending on the model the state selects, the public cost of having high schoolers take college courses varies substantially. For typical dual enrollment programs where students take a college course at a public community college, the public cost per student per course amounts to $647 in Florida, $918 in Georgia, and $886 in Ohio. While less costly than college classes taken at public universities (where the state supplement to the university tends to be higher on a per pupil basis than to public colleges or community colleges), the costs are still substantially higher than credits students earn by remaining physically on the high school campus. Total incremental cost per pupil for course credits earned via the AP program totaled only $143 in Florida and $93 per course in Georgia and Ohio. Incremental costs were lowest (zero) in the Florida model where students take a college course taught on their high school campus by a college teacher.

Much of the cost disparity can be traced to state policies that “double fund” students who are simultaneously counted as being in high school (and funded accordingly) while also being on the enrollment rolls at the college (where they are also subsidized with state support). In Georgia and Ohio, public funds cover the tuition portion of the dually enrolled students’ higher education costs.

13. The AP and IB programs function similarly. For the purposes of this paper, we quantified only the incremental spending on the AP program.
14. Some schools may find that they are spending more per student on an AP class, although this extra expenditure comes from shifting costs around within the school, and not from drawing on more state resources.
State funding mechanisms determine if dual enrollment saves on costs down the road

In the next step of this analysis, we compare the cost of credit attainment while in high school to the cost of equivalent credit attainment after completing high school. Specifically, we compare: a) how much it costs the state for a student to take a three-credit college course while still in high school versus b) the cost for that same course if taken after the student has graduated high school and is enrolled in college. In Figure 3 we compute the state (and student) cost per course for community colleges in Florida, Georgia and Ohio.

Figure 3 shows that in Florida, the public cost of taking a course at the community college is the same ($647) whether that course is taken while still in high school or after the student graduates and directly enrolls in college. But if the student waits until after high school graduation to take the course when she is directly enrolled, the private incremental cost to the student is $331 in tuition and fees.

In Georgia and Ohio, the state will spend substantially more for the student to take a college class while in high school than for that same class taken later in college (in the case of Ohio, more than twice as much). For college classes taken while still in high school in these states, public sources bear all costs for dual enrollment. When students directly enroll in the community college, in Georgia the state still pays more per-course than the student, but in Ohio, the student pays more per-course than the state. In both states, the total cost of a course is roughly the same whether a student is dual enrolled or directly enrolled: What changes in dual enrollment is the cost burden to the state.

In all three states, as Figure 3 shows, students and families have a cost incentive for dual enrollment.

Cost assumption versus cost reality: states should do the math

These wide cost disparities ought to prompt policymakers to ask what they are getting in return for their public dollar in each program. Part of the push for getting high schoolers to take college classes is the notion that doing so will improve their chances for persevering in college and securing a postsecondary degree. If, in fact, the costlier programs are more successful at achieving those outcomes than the less expensive programs, the costlier programs may indeed be worth the extra public funding allocated to them.
Effectiveness in meeting the above goal aside, many policymakers see these credit attainment programs as potential cost saving measures. If high school students can graduate high school with some college credits under their belt, the rationale is that such early credit accumulation will reduce the cost (and time) of completing a postsecondary degree—both for the student and for the publicly funded higher education institution. On this point, the cost of the credit attainment program for high schoolers is central to determining whether the program is successful or not.

Yet the data show that the cost implications vary substantially by state, program, and funding details inherent in a state’s dual enrollment design and state education funding formulas. None of the three states yielded a public savings for credits accumulated via dual enrollment. If designed like the program in Florida’s dual enrollment policy, costs stay steady regardless of whether the student takes the class while in high school or college. In Georgia and Ohio, the dual enrollment program results in a higher public cost per course than taking the same course after graduating from high school. In all three states studied, students have an incentive to take the college class while still enrolled in high school because they (the students) can save money. The state, however, does not save money on a per-course basis.

Amid the hype, policymakers need to run the numbers to see if their assumptions about savings are legitimate. Better yet, they should take stock of all postsecondary credit attainment programs to gauge their cost and value accordingly.
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